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Park neighborhood of San Jose. Expect a good look at John’s project, the usual
excellent hot dogs prepared by Rusty Wells and Randy Wilde, and a look at old
San Jose.

UPCOMING EVENTS
!"#$%&'(!))*#+,(-.#)(/
011(2%34$)5(6/(7"358(
!))*#+
-.#)(9 at 7:30 in the Terminal
Building, all welcome.

:"&8)#(;)<$(=&'>?#
-.#)(@A,(@@,(3#8(@/ at Marysville
!"#$%#&'(!)&*#+,-.*(/+0"+*(1%2+34
5$(6"))(7*(,&(8,#9:."))*(;%#(&<*(=#:&(
->*(&<":(9*,#?(@<,$&*#(>*>7*#(
8"A*(B#,+@":(6"))(7*(3*>%+:&#,-+0(
his geared Corvair engine. All the
2:2,)(@%%)(:&2C'

Sonex

2"&.BCD3(1D54"5$(=3$%)5<E(
F3'(=&'>?#
-.#)(@G(H(@9 See www.fathersday!"#$%&'((,+3(D*##"E:(,#-@)*("+(&<":(
issue.

2%34$)5(IIG(7.D&8)5<E(
Motivation Day
-.#)(@G Noon at RHV transient
parking: many homebuilts will be
on display. Come check them out.

08D$"5E<(34"&"+'
The editor notes that he wrote the
wrong month for some of the upcoming events in last month’s issue.
I hope that no one was misled.
)))%*++,-%'./

Very long URL for map to John Castner’s house. I hope you can click it.

http://maps.google.com/maps?hl=en
&sugexp=ldymls&xhr=t&q=1288+hest
er+avenue+san&cp=22&biw=1273&bi
h=721&um=1&ie=UTF-8&hq=&hnear=
0x808fcb69dfabc735:0x15030b8a1d
ac4459,1288+Hester+Ave,+San+Jose,
+CA+95126&gl=us&ei=8_jkTcjuHoG8s
QPM47UW&sa=X&oi=geocode_result
&ct=title&resnum=1&sqi=2&ved=0CBo
Q8gEwAA

011(2%34$)5(6/E<(-.#)(B))*#+(UD&&(C)(%)&8(3$(
-"%#(23<$#)5E<(%".<),(@/GG(V)<$)5(1O)#.)(D#(N3#(
-"<)T(:WN(<%"5$Q.$P($%)(XD4(Q"8)(D<(9Y@/6T
Everyone is welcome.
Come and join us, share your experiences, and
meet new friends.

6:30 PM J*+*#,)(8**-+0
7:30 PM K#*:*+&,-%+
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!"#$%&'()*(!+,%#-%.
/+012#,2(3+0#45(3'&.67&,%

The Wings of History Open House
was a great success. Russ Todd did an
!"#!$%&'()*+&,*&-.('/0/'.*('1*-2''/'.*
34!*5&2'.*6(.)!7*!8!'39*:!*;!<*(*3&3()*
of 315 kids, which must be a record for a
single day, at least for our chapter. Thanks
to all the pilots and ground crew.

(408) 735-8014
!"#$%&#'()#**+,-."/

8+",(!#.%,&'5(96-&(3'&.67&,%
(408) 971-8071
0"1"23)*4-'#(

:+,(!#';6-"#&05(<&-'&%#'=
(408) 772-7745
563,789,)8*2..-0.:

:#,7=(/607&5(>'&#.?'&'
(650) 968-3048
"*'&*55;%5&#):*0-0.:

=*>/77!1*34!*?(@*>!!%'.*('1*34!*
#&'3-&))!-*$-!7!'3(%&'9*:!*3-/!1*('&34!-*
FAA WINGs seminar but somehow these seminars don’t bring us
the new members we had hoped for. Thanks to Andy Werback, we
'&<*4(8!*(*;/!-*1!7#-/,/'.*&2-*(#%8/%!79*:!A))*$&73*34/7*(3*(-!(*
(/-$&-37*('1*4('1*/3*&23*(3*(8/(%&'*!8!'379*B4('C7*3&*D&'73('%'*
E)('CA7*.-(#/&27*1&'(%&'F*<!*#('*$-&>/7!*3&*!'3!-*())*'!<*
>!>,!-7*/'*(*1-(</'.*G&-*('*(8/(%&'*3-('7#!/8!-9*H'*>@*3-/$*3&*
Toronto and back, I talked with a member from EAA chapter 260 in
I('7/'.F*=))/'&/79*B4!/-*#4($3!-*/7*72J!-/'.*34!*7(>!*$-&,)!>*(7*<!K*
an aging, shrinking membership. So the membership problem does
not seem to be unique to us.

/+012#,2(3+0#45(/&@;#.%&'

B4!*L2.273*>!!%'.*</))*#&'7/73*&G*-!$&-37*G-&>*HMNF*7&*())*&G*27*
73(@/'.*,!4/'1*#('*O'1*&23*<4(3A7*'!<9*=G*@&2A-!*.&/'.F*$)!(7!*
bring back lots of pictures and stories to share. We’ll also have
&2-*(/-*(#(1!>@*#('1/1(3!7*3()C*(3*34!*L2.273*>!!%'.9*L'1*
-!>!>,!-F*12!*3&*HMNF*34!*L2.273*>!!%'.*</))*,!*&'!*<!!C*)(3!-*
than normal. Because of that we won’t be able to use the terminal
,2/)1/'.*G&-*&2-*>!!%'.9*E23*34('C7*3&*P&4'*Q(73'!-*('1*R1-(8C&*
<!*#('*4(8!*&2-*L2.273*>!!%'.*/'*34!*L!-&1@'(>/#*4('.(-9*

K&-"#,6-#0

(408) 735-8014
;#<:*$(#")#**+,-."/

:?..(>+775(A+?,2(B#20&.
(408) 257-9125

:+00#,7(C#3&00&5(D062"%(E7F6.+'(G(
H&,&'#0(>+$6-.
(925) 939-0472
CFI/CFII & SMEL
"5*!#55#)$<0/5.<*5-'#(

>&-"(!+?,.&0+'.
B,26,&&'6,2(I(J&.62,
K#'L,(M+00;#,,
(831) 621-8760
=#($):<*8-'#(

N'6#,(J#0(3+'%+
(408) 802-7040
<&*5!."(.)$<0/5.<*5-'#(

N+#'7(+1(J6'&-%+'.
8+,(H#'06&$$
(408) 253-3769

N+@(O6,70?,7
(408) 726-3912

For our summer picnic we’ll be trying something new. We will have
/3*(3*34!*(/-$&-3F*,-/'.*&23*&2-*(/-#-(S*('1*3-(1!*7&>!*-/1!79*B4!*
1(3!*4(7*,!!'*7!3*G&-*M(32-1(@F*M!$3!>,!-*TU34F*(S!-*34!*V()&*L)3&*
L/-$&-3*W(@*XM!$3!>,!-*YZ[*('1*(S!-*34!*\!'&*(/-*-(#!79*:!A))*73(-3*
at 11 AM*7!]'.*2$*34!*EE^*&'*34!*3!->/'()*)(<'*('1*.&*;@/'.*
between bites.

:?..(>+77

Happy Flying

E7F6.+'.

Wolfgang Polak

3#.%(3'&.67&,%

(408) 257-9125

J+,(9+,(:#&.1&07
(408) 984-8769

K#'4(/#6,P'62"%
(650) 776-4623

:?.%=(/&00.
(408) 243-9503

E,7=(/&'@#-4
(408) 262-8622

Q&P.0&R&'(B76%+'(3'+(>&;
K#'4(/#6,P'62"%
(650) 776-4623

E-/%74*B/.!-

B76%+'6#0(M&0$
K6;6(/#6,P'62"%

Membership
J+,#07(9+,(:#&.1&07
(408) 984-8769

;;;-#**+,-."/
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789&:8;08#<%&=#2>,8? 0-&:"#6&@"$(9#$A*3
Our newest member, :"#B2#$8&5")*;"(? B'&=2&5#=$(+$5"#$C')5$
class of women at the U.S. Naval Academy. During her six years of
&,9D#$=25/E$F&'G6'(#$1&)$&$7())(6+)$
6H,#'$6+$I&D/$;J0KL?$&(','&@E$&+=$
1&)$&$M'(7&'/$N(B"5$(+)5'2,56'$(+$!0
28Bs and T-34Cs.
<@#'$.#&D(+B$&,9D#$)#'D(,#E$F&'G6'(#$
worked for Northwest Airlines as a
N(B"5$#+B(+##'$6+$O6#(+B$P>P)$&+=$&$
C')5$6H,#'$6+$PQP)3
<@#'$5&R(+B$97#$625$56$'&()#$&$
:&7(./E$F&'G6'(#$'##+5#'#=$N/(+B$&)$
an independent contract pilot. She
currently works as a CFI, CFII, and
MEI, and is based at Watsonville
Airport.

Marjorie with Tecnam Sierra

=$()*&!$338#&+,$A*3%&
CDD8#8E&0-&F#"E8&
@$(E%&GH$"3$2(
by Terri Gorman

!'&=#$S(+=)$<D(&96+$M'6D(=#)$
T(+,"$%(U#'$N(B"5)$:6'$+6+M(.65)$
throughout the year. The purM6)#$6:$5"#$T(+,"$%(U#'$M'6gram is to train a non-pilot ba)(,$N/(+B$)R(..)$(+$G2)5$6+#$=&/V$
T(+,"$%(U#'$,62')#)$,&+$8#$
taught in Trade Winds airplanes
6'$/62'$61+$8/$&+/$J#'9C#=$
Flight Instructor. Please contact
Tradewinds at (408) 729-5100
:6'$76'#$(+:6'7&96+3

7CFG:I&D2#&J2,K;0$"&
+,-./(?&by Terri Gorman

!"##$%&'"()*&+,-./(, 0-&12(%3"(4(&5,"(6
!"#$%&''()$*&+,"$-./0(+$1&)$&$)2,,#))3$45$1&)$&$,678(+&96+$6:$;<<$
Chapter 62, $100 hamburger meet-up group (you should join !!),
and my Facebook pilot
friends.
Approximately 30 people
&+=$>?$&(','&@$A(+,.2=(+B$
a Robinson R44) showed
up, including two new
Tecnam LSAs brought
by Gryphon McArthur,
the Tecnam dealer!!
New member Marjorie
Bachman piloted the
second Tecnam.
Next year’s Harris Ranch
will be on Saturday, April 21
so mark your calendars!
Thanks!
%&''()$*&+,"$M&'9,(M&+5)

Robinson R44

Come and join us at the
Columbia Air Show in the Gold
Country of California. This
event occurs every year on
Fathers Day Weekend. My mate
&+=$4$1(..$8#$N/(+B$(+$6+$-'(=&/$
evening and camping at the
Pilots-Only Campground, which
is a few steps from where the
Santa Clara County Airmen (and
Air Ladies) hang out in their
M'#)9B(62)$7656'"67#3$!"#$
sounds of corks popping
and laughter can be heard
throughout the campground.
I’m sure we would all be
welcomed to join them. Several
of our 99s are members of this
group.
4:$/62$1(..$8#$N/(+B$(+$6+$
Saturday, plan your ETA at
11 AM. The airport closes on
Saturday and Sunday between
the hours of Noon to 3 PM. I
will meet up with you at the
)7&..$<=7(+()5'&96+$WH,#3$4:$
*+',-./',/0$)#/12

!!!"#$$%&"'()
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6"$57)8(7#-/)(+)9"$+,)!"$5+23)&2):$//);"<<
Someone said we made a new
record on the Young Eagles event at
the Wings of History Open House
on May 14. I haven’t been able to
4"(567$,8.$3#8$,($'(!$4'9*$,8:9$6,-;8$
up there with the best of them.

!"#$%&'()*(+,-./0)1(23 4"5+0

!"#$%&'($"($')*(+,(-.$/012$3!$
Thursday, June 17th. I doubt
my cell phone works in that
area.

There were a lot of people all lined
#%$'-',(98$8;*$<*(4*$%'=*(8&!$
>',=(-$8"$-*8$'$?,-;8@$A"79.$B'+9.$
Grandmothers and Grandfathers and kids. One lady was there
with her son when I arrived at 7:30. We started at 9 AM, took a
36*'C$<6"7$DD@EF$#(=&$DE@GF$'(+$
4"(=(#*+$=&&$E$PM. It turns out
8;'8$GDH$C,+9$-"8$?,-;89$,($ED$
%&'(*9$'(+$D$;*&,4"%8*6$?">($
by 22 pilots. It was a wonderful
busy, cool day with a nice 3500foot overcast: just enough to
keep the heat of the day down.
I;*$>,(+$+,+(:8$4"7*$#%$8""$986"(-&!$*,8;*6$*J4*%8$<"6$'$9;"68$=7*$
,($8;*$7,++&*$"<$8;*$'K*6(""(L$M<$4"#69*$>;*($8;'8$;'%%*(*+$8;*$
%'%*69$?*>.$'$<""8$-"8$4'#-;8$,($8;*$%6,(8*6$4"6+$'(+$+">($>*(8$
the printer onto the ground. It came up with some new cracks
,($8;*$%&'9=4$7"&+,(-9$"($,89$8"%$'(+$,8$+,+(:8$>"6C$'(!$7"6*L$N$
8;,(C$,8$>'9$A'6C$O',(>6,-;8$>;"$5J*+$,8$>,8;$'$3"66">*+$%',6$"<$
94,99"69L$O;*>.$>*$>*6*$3'4C$,($"%*6'="($%6,(=(-$"#8$4*6=54'8*9L$
That was scary for a couple of minutes or so.
The pilots of course did a great job. I was surprised and pleased
with the show of 21 airplanes and a helicopter. Of course, the
;*&,4"%8*6$?*>$8;*$7"98$>,8;$PQ$RS9L$T'66!$U*6('(+*V$'(+$
W"3$W*&'(-*6$9>,84;*+$"X$'8$8;*$4"(86"&9$<"6$YZ$'(+$GE$RS9.$
6*9%*4=[*&!L$M<$8;*$>,(-*+$
',646'K.$\'6!$],['$?*>$8;*$7"98L$
^*$?*>$G_$RS9`$\'6!$>'9$8;*6*$
8"$?!$8;*$C,+9@$;*$C*%8$+",(-$,8$
and he didn’t want to quit at the
end of the day. Armin Abusaidi
and Bob Leitch were next with
24, followed by Brian Stout and
Rusty Wells, each with 23. Those
were the high numbers but in another sense all the numbers are
great and important because they were needed to add up to the
GDH$RS$?,-;89L

If your arrival is on Friday, June
17th, arrive before 5 PM so you
can join us for the $5.00 Burger
Burn, which supports the local
EAA Chapter.
On Saturday and Sunday
morning, breakfast will be at
the campground in the Pilots
Lounge.
NOTAMS:
Temporary Tower:

127.9

Ground:

121.05

Fly-In Camping:

$8.00

Airport Closure: Noon to 3 PM,
Saturday and Sunday

Columbia Airport from above

I;*$T*'-#*$"<$a(,8*+$T'=($b7*6,4'($c,=V*(9$dTaTbce$7*73*69$+,+$
'$-6*'8$f"3$>,8;$8;*$>,(-$6,39L$S'4;$=7*$N$-"8$'$&""C$'8$>;'8$>'9$
*+',-./',/0$)#/12
!!!"#$$%&"'()
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!"#$%&'(%)*+,&-"$./
!"#$!%"$&%'()%*"$+',-*."$%')$'%/0+%*,"/1)1%/#'(%2#1+%3-#41#$!%,#3+%0$1%56578%9)93),+%!-#1#$!%'()9:
;(#+%/0+%'()%<,+'%.9)%'(0'%=#$!+%">%?#+'",@%+-AA4#)1%4-$*(&%/(#*(%/0+%,)044@%$#*)%0$1%/)44%0AA,)*#0')1:%
They brought three kinds of sandwiches: veggie, ham and cheese, and hotdogs. I counted 37 volunteers
and that’s the number of sandwiches they
sent to us. The sandwiches disappeared fast.
Janet Hinojosa did a wonderful job entering
$09)+%0$1%A,#$.$!%*),.<*0')+:%B'%'-,$+%"-'%
'(0'%/)%1#1%,-$%"-'%">%*),.<*0')+%,#!('%0'%
the end, but Rusty Wells said he would print
the missing ones and send them along to
OSH. I saw Lisa Bickford keeping the pilots
busy by assigning kids in rapid succession.
C-'%"$%'()%D#!('%4#$)%E"($%80+'$),%0$1%F-++%
;"11%G9@%+"$H%1#1%0%<$)%I"3%">%90,+(044#$!%
'()%A40$)+%-$1),%'()%90+'),>-4%1#,)*."$%
">%J0,2%K010#*(0&%'()%L4#!('%5#$)%M"++:%7*'-044@&%)N),@"$)%/0+%/",2#$!%4#2)%'()%1#*2)$+%044%'()%.9):%
744%)O",'+%/),)%N),@%9-*(%0AA,)*#0')1%0$1%'(),)%0,)%9",)%$09)+%'(0$%B%*0$%,)9)93),%/("%+("-41%
3)%9)$."$)1P%'()@%044%901)%'()%Q"-$!%R0!4)%RN)$'%0%
wonderful success and possibly a record. Thank you all.
See you all on the 25th of June at the Reid Hillview
Airport Day.

Smith Mini-Plane
For Sale!

Based at Hollister Airport
125 hp O-290G
Empty Weight 650 lbs
Please contact (831) 464-8586 for info

!!!"#$$%&"'()
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!"#$%&'()*""+",-).&/01)&,)2%&',34)!'%56'%1)70'%/"%8 9:)!&+");%',<&4
EAA 62 members Brian Dal Porto and Mike Francis ventured to the Hollister Air Show on Saturday, May
28th, riding atop Brian’s MA-5 Marquart Charger. An early start meant they could be in and out of the
event before the airport closed at 11 AM.
!"#$%&'($")'&(#'&($%*$"&+#,(&,()&-)$./0.1&0")'(12&3$#%,)4&5$%4&')67%48&9$%6$#"&70&:%42&;)"-$6<=&
>711#%*&7.,&#%,7&,()&0")'(&?7"%#%*&$#"@&3")AB#*(,&+$'&$667?31#'()4@&$%4&C#<)&+$'&-"#)0)4&7%&,()&D%)&$",&
70&37."#%*&$&E.$",A'#F)4&4)""#G")&#%&,7&$&3#%,A'#F)4&676<3#,=
H)$4#%*&,7+$"4'&,()&*$3&#%&,()&"#4*)&7%&,()&,"$%'#,&,7&IJK@&C#<)&1)$"%)4&(#'&D"',&73)%&676<3#,&1)''7%L&
don’t hang your camera out in the 100 knot plus slipstream. Even labradors hanging out of SUV
windows at highway speeds know that simple rule.
The O-290 is remarkably smooth in that airframe,
($"412&$%2&M#-"$/7%&$,&$11=
Brian let Mike take the controls about ten miles out
70&H711#',)"@&,$<#%*&7M)"&$*$#%&7%&,()&D"',&"$4#7&6$11&
to the Hollister Unicom. A couple of Eagles were
making low passes and smoke as they set up for the
1)N&-$')&70&OP=
Q$"<)4&%)R,&,7&$%&:JAS&J)R$%@&,()&4#?#%./M)&K($"*)"&
4#4&4"$+&E.#,)&$&17,&70&$T)%/7%=&J()&U#%*A:A9#%*&
6$0V&W,733)4&7X&,()&,$%<'Y@&$%4&$N)"&$&-"#)0&+$1<&
Q")B#*(,
for the early arrivals, they were back in the air again
by 10:30 AM=&J()&"),."%&B#*(,&,(")$4)4&,()&"#4*)&
1#%)&*$3&$%4&7M)"B)+&:%4)"'7%&>)')"M7#"&-2&PZZZ[\E.#,)&$&")+$"4#%*&$%4&)M76$/M)&'#*(,&07"&,()&
-")$<0$'/%*&")'#4)%,'&7%&$&C)?7"#$1&U$2&+))<)%4=
J7&,73&7X&,()&?)?7"$-1)&4$2['&)M)%,'@&+($,&-)T)"&
07"&C#<)&,($%&,7&-)&B#6<#%*&,("7.*(&,()&6$-1)&
channels that evening, and catch the last hour of Fly
!"#$, right on cue. When you consider that those
guys were performing those maneuvers only around
P]&2)$"'&$N)"&W,()&D"',&B#*(,Y@&,(7')&0)$,'&$%4&
acquired skills while controlling an airborne weapons
31$^7"?&+)")&)M)%&?7")&")?$"<$-1)=

Anderson Reservoir

Many thanks to Brian Dal Porto for giving up his
Saturday morning, when he had a chores list as long
as his arm with which to contend.

The Team

%%%&'(()*&"+,
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Membership Notes

Membership Chairman
!"#$%&'()#*%&#+',-.,()/#012#############################34567486497:
!"#$%&'($)*+*#&%$,**-+.$/*%0$1+$,&2$34$5&'$1+6*$&.&7+$8*#2$5*%%$
&9*+0*0$%&#.*%2$7+$:&#($0"*$(1$(/*$;&6($(/&($7($5&'$&.&7+$&$<=>?)@$
@A,>?BCDE$F/*$(1:76$5&'$<,**($21"#$CGH$F15*#$I1+(#1%%*#$J$
,76/&*%$K#7*'DE$,76/&*%$.&8*$&$8*#2$7+;1#L&-8*$:#*'*+(&-1+E$G*$
(&%M*0$&N1"($1:*#&-1+'$&($CGH4$.&8*$"'$'1L*$7+'7./($7+(1$5/&($
(/*$61+(#1%%*#'$.1$(/#1"./4$&+0$':*+($&$.110$&L1"+($1;$-L*$
&+'5*#7+.$O"*'-1+'$;#1L$(/1'*$7+$&9*+0&+6*E$>($5&'$&$8*#2$.110$
:#*'*+(&-1+E$F/&+M$21"4$,76/&*%$K#7*'E
F/*$L**-+.$5&'$6&%%*0$(1$1#0*#$&N1"($PQRS$PM by Vice President
John Castner. President Wolfgang Polak was out of town. Ron
Carmichael gave a report on the recent Mount Pleasant High
@6/11%$T*%0$(#7:$(1$CGH$&+0$(/&+M*0$(/1'*$L*LN*#'$5/1$/*%:*0$
make it a success. Members who were involved with this event
5*#*$=1%;.&+.$U1%&M4$V1/+$I&'(+*#4$B+02$=*#N*6M4$C"''$F1004$&+0$W1+'(&+-+$X%&+ME$@(1:'$1+$(/*$(1"#$
5*#*$B*#102+&L76$B87&-1+4$?76*$B7#4$CGH$F15*#4$H76(1#2$G&+.&#4$&+0$(/*$CGH$F*#L7+&%E$C"''$F100$&%'1$
'*($":$&$K%7./($@7L$7+$(/*$BL*%7&$C*70$I1+;*#*+6*$C11L$&+0$.&8*$&%%$(/*$'("0*+('$&$6/&+6*$(1$Y2$(/*$
sim.
W1+'(&+-+$X%&+M$.&8*$&$#*:1#($1+$(/*$#*6*+($K%2J!"($(1$G&##7'$C&+6/$(/&($/*$1#.&+7Z*0$;1#$B:#7%$[\E$
BN1"($\S$:*1:%*$'/15*0$":$;1#$(/7'$*8*+($7+6%"07+.$,&#M$=&7+5#7./($57(/$W1+'(&+-+$7+$&$=&##71#$&+0$
L2'*%;$57(/$C"'(2$=*%%'$7+$/7'$]^[C)E$W1+'(&+-+$*L:/&'7Z*0$(/&($/*$7+(*+0'$(1$L&M*$(/7'$&+$&++"&%$
event. The next Fly-Out to Harris Ranch will be on April 21, 2012. Mark your calendars. We had a really
.110$-L*E$_*(`'$.*($L1#*$L*LN*#'$;#1L$P[$(1$:&#-67:&(*E
Russ Todd, our Young Eagles Coordinator, talked about the Young Eagles event to be held at South
I1"+(2$0"#7+.$(/*$=>?)@$!K$G>@F!Ca$!UA?$G!b@A$1+$,&2$]R4$[S]]E$>$5&'$"+&N%*$(1$&9*+0$(/7'$*8*+($
&'$L2$1%0*'($'1+$,&#M4$V*c$=*'(4$&+0$>$0#18*$015+$(1$I/7+1$;1#$(/*$U_B?A@$!K$KB,A$B>C@G!=E
B$#*:$;#1L$B+.*%$K%7./($.&8*$&$'/1#($:#*'*+(&-1+$1+$(/*7#$:#1.#&L$&+0$&'M*0$;1#$81%"+(**#'E$
Requirements for pilots can be found at !!!"$*)#+,-)./!#0/"'(). You do not have to be a pilot to
volunteer.
I/&:(*#$N"'7+*''$61+6%"0*0$'/1#(%2$&d*#$eQSS$PM$&+0$(/*$<=>?)@$@A,>?BCD$N*.&+E
Membership in our Chapter is currently rather low. We only have a total of 43 paid members at this
-L*E$F/*$X1&#0$1;$f7#*6(1#'$7'$07'6"''7+.$:1''7N%*$5&2'$(1$7+6#*&'*$1"#$L*LN*#'/7:$N&'*$N"($7;$&+2$
1;$21"$/&8*$&+2$70*&'$%*($L*$1#$1+*$1;$(/*$1(/*#$X1&#0$,*LN*#'$1#$!g6*#'$M+15E$=*$/&8*$&$.110$
Chapter with some great people and we do a lot of good things. We hold several Young Eagle Events
*&6/$2*&#4$5*$'*+0$(51$&::%76&+('$(1$(/*$ABB$B7#$B6&0*L2$*&6/$2*&#4$/&8*$K%2J!"('4$&+$&++"&%$XXh4$
1"#$G1%70&2$:&#(24$L**-+.'$*8*#2$L1+(/$57(/$&$."*'($':*&M*#$&+0$C"'(2`'$&+0$C&+02`'$G1($f1.$
f7++*#'4$&+0$1"#$B5&#0$=7++7+.$?*5'%*9*#E$_*(`'$L&M*$(/7'$&$.#*&($I/&:(*#E$B+2$/*%:$57%%$N*$.#*&(%2$
appreciated.
Don Von Raesfeld, Jr
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On the Way to Harris Ranch

Smoky Landing

Mimi Wainwright
mimisw@bayarea.net

WAINWRIGHT
M EDICAL C OMMUNICATIONS

32 Peralta Avenue
Los Gatos, CA 95030
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!"#$%&'($)*(+$,&-."#/
2655 Robert Fowler Way
San Jose, CA 95148
408-926-4030
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Don Von Raesfeld
Membership Chairman
930 Monroe Street
Santa Clara, CA 95050
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